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A trilingual inscription placed by pontius pilate upon the
cross proclaimed jesus of nazareth the king of the jews this tit-
ulus was able to be read by many of the jews john says not only
because of golgathasGolgathas proximity to the city but also because the
text was written in hebrew greek and latin 1 pilates declaration
addressed the multilingual population of jerusalem both its resi-
dents and also its visitors who were filling the city during the
passover weeks later on the day of pentecost peter and some
apostles addressed jews residents ofjerusalem who had gathered
from every nation and for a moment the polyglot assembly com-
municatedmunicated in one language miraculously every man heard them
speak in his own language acts 26 it was cause for amazement
that these galileansgalfleansGalileansieans were able to be understood by parthiansparthianaParthians
medes elamitesElamites mesopotamiansMesopotamians judeansjudeaneJudeans cappadociansCappadocians pontianspontionsPontians
asians phrygians pamphylians egyptians cyreniansCyrenians cretanscaetansCretans
arabians and proselytesproselyterprose lytes and jews from rome acts 21 13

not only the jerusalem of these anecdotes but all of roman
judea in the first century AD was a place of tremendous linguistic
diversity centuries of political and religious change had resulted
in the establishment of a culture in which hebrew aramaic greek
and latin were written read and especially spoken by a multi-
lingual group this included governors and subjects scholars and
laymen missionaries and proselytesproselyterproselytes buyers and sellers clients
and kings the rock of masada having yielded from its rubble
latin greek aramaic and hebrew texts exemplifies the societal
internexusinternexus of new testament palestine
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linguistic history ofjudea

latin was the language of rome and was a relative newcomer
to the linguistic hodgepodge in judea at the time of pontius
pilates prefecture roman presence in palestine was scarcely a

century old after centuries of persian and hellenistic influence
the arrival of rome made no dramatic impact on the linguistic
environment of the area though the nature of her arrival under the
direction of pompey the great in 6563 BC left an indelible political
mark A passage in the palestinian talmud states that four lan-
guages have come into the world to be used greek for singing
latin for warfare aramaic sursi for lamentation hebrew ivri
for speaking 2 this limited view of latinsgatins utility reflects an ani-
mosity toward romes military occupation of the region roman
prefects and governors communicated in latin with their peers on
issues of military administration latin was also the official lan-
guage of the roman troops among the occupying force as is man-
ifest by scraps of latin texts littered about masada after its fall one
noteworthy papyrus a document pertaining to the pay and kit of
a member of the roman garrison records the presence of C mes

sius C f fabia berutensis a legionary soldier 3

As in other eastern provinces of the roman empire commu-
nicationni between romans and the inhabitants of palestine was
conducted pragmatically in greek the language had enjoyed
growing currency in the region for generations with the result
that by the time of the roman occupation greek was securely
fixed as the lingua franca introduced formally at the time of
alexanders conquest of the area of course there is evidence for
very ancient trade between greece and the middle east greek
remained the administrative language of alexanders empire long
after his early death in 323523325525 BC

classical greece accommodated many dialects of the greek
language with both subtle and deep differences existing among
the various regions of greece the dialect of attica as spoken and
written in athens during the fifth century came to be regarded as

the standard of classical greece the consolidation of independent
city states into larger political units coincident with the demise of
athens and the arrival of macedonian supremacy forged a new
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dialect of greek that combined and blurred the peculiarities of var-
ious constituent dialects into one common dialect the so called
moinekoinekownowmol koinenoinekolne was the language that was exported with alexanders
conquests koinekolne greek is hellenistic greek the term applies to
greek spoken and written between the rise of alexander until the
advent of byzantium around AD 550 to be sure a language spread
over myriad peoples throughout nearly a millennium could hardly
remain constant and indeed koinenoinekolne was by no means static but
its relative stability was remarkable

alexanders legacy of hellenistic culture survived the division
of his realm by his successors the jews like other nations in the
vast territory of alexanders conquests remained under the influ-
ence of greek speaking dynastsdynasty for much of the next three cen-
turies when ptolemy I1 soter secured himself finally as alexanders
successor in palestine and cyprus in 304 BC he persisted in the
use of greek as the language of his administration under the watch
of ptolemy V epiphanesEpiphanes ptolemaic control of palestine was yielded
in 200 to the seleucid antiochusantilochusAntiochus IV who conspired with pro
hellenistic elements to convert jerusalem into a greek city and
actually dedicated the temple there to olympian zeus the ensu-
ing maccabean revolt produced an attitude of nationalism and
allowed the remedy of many recent changes especially the rededi-
cation of the temple to israels god in 164 yet the influence of
greek language in palestine remained strong as many jews had
become bilingual

from the second century before christ jewish literature was
both translated into greek and written originally in greek eupolecupole
mus active between 158 and 150 BC was a palestinian jew with
a hellenistic education whose greek account of the kings ofjudea
seems to have harmonized the hasmoneanhasmonaeanHasmonean claims to jewish cul-
tural sovereignty with hellenism 4 josephus was also ofjewishofjewish aris-
tocraticto descent a priest with a pharisaic education and a political
leader before jerusalemsJerusalems fall to rome when josephus composed
his history of the jewish war he wrote one account no longer
extant in aramaic for the jews in mesopotamia and another
account which survives in greek he comments in the jewish
antiquities on the tension that existed in his day between conser-
vative jews who would retain the use of hebrew and those who
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sought to refine their use of greek our people dislike those who
speak greek well 5

remarkable in its own right but also noteworthy here because
of its connection to masada is the apocryphal ecclesiasticus or
wisdom of ben sira which was written originally in hebrew at
jerusalem in about 180 BC this book manifested a certain toler-
ance of hellenism provided it could be fitted to judaism the
author known as ben sira is identified as a sage named jesus son
of eleazar son of sira 6 ben sira proposed a way of life that recon-
ciled fidelity to the faith of ones fathers with the difficulties of
contemporary life hellenism was acceptable provided it did not
interfere with the functions ofjewish traditions 7

ben siras grandson translated the book into greek probably
about the same time eupolemuspolemusEu was writing the greek version
written for a readership that was not conversant in hebrew gave
the books teachings a wider audience and greater popularity in
his preface the translator admits the difficulty of translating from
hebrew to greek clearly favoring the former but his effort sug-
gests that his grandfathers book would be less widely read in
hebrew than in greek at least among the jews of the diaspora
fragments of the original hebrew text of the wisdom of ben sira
have come to lightfight in the last century including a lacunulose scroll
found at masada containing portions of chapters 3927 4420 the
masada scroll is apparently the oldest surviving hebrew manu-
script of the text 8

languages in first century palestine

the hellenization of judea which continued after the seleubeleu
cidsacids under the hasmoneansHasmoneans and then the herodiansHerodians was reflected
in secular and religious affairs the dispersion of jews among vari-
ous cultures decentralized not only their political but also their cul-
tural unity in the diaspora greek came to be used as the lingua
franca at jerusalem also israel became more accustomed to hel-
lenism and increasingly used greek more commonly the passover

and other feasts brought to jerusalem an annual if temporary
influx of hellenizedhellenizer jews in jerusalem members of the political
and priestly elite sought advantage in the adoption of hellenistic
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culture and the use of greek 9 this is reflected in the surprising
fact that of all jewish funerary inscriptions recorded at jerusalem
before AD 70 40 percent are in greek 10 it became so common for
jews to use greek that the invention of a jewish historiography
providing a readable record not just for gentiles but also for jews
who knew little hebrew in the greek language seems natural

it would appear that members of all socioeconomic levels of
the community could use greek as suggested by a papyrus letter
found at masada the letter records the correspondence sent by one
abascantosAbascantos to a person perhaps his own brother named judah 11

the contents of the letter could not be more mundane the discus-
sion pertains to the supply of liquids and lettuceslettuces yet the docu-
ment is a valuable cultural artifact demonstrating the casual and
practical use of greek among the jews at masada 12

abascantoss letter to judah is indicative of commonplace use
of greek in first century AD palestine in addition to the numerous
funerary inscriptions and the prohibitive inscription on the jeru-
salem temple further evidence is found in a decree on tomb rob-
bery set up at nazareth the scroll of the minor prophets and other
greek fragments from qumranquaran and numerous books of both secu-
lar and religious importance to jews christians and pagans 13

indeed one need not look far for evidence that greek was
commonplace in the multilingual society of first century palestine

at this crossroads of the middle east greek found common use
beside hebrew and aramaic at the time of masadas siege hebrew
and aramaic each had enjoyed a long history in the region of
judea classical hebrew flourished throughout the history of the
kingdom of israel around 1000 587 BC during this time allanaliail for-
mal prose was written in classical biblical hebrew the nature of
the language that was spoken at the time in the southern king-
dom however is uncertain 14 and with the captivity of israel the
native language of the jews suffered corruption the exile of israels
educated elite necessitated their learning the language of babylon
where by 587 aramaic had replaced akkadian as the spoken lan-
guage cyrus made aramaic the administrative language of the vast
persian empire and thus assisted in the proliferation of that lan-
guage it had already been introduced into palestine in the eighth
century 2 kgsggs 1724
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there is no doubt that aramaic influenced the grammar and
vocabulary of postexilic hebrew aramaic on the other hand was
not uniformly applied by the various ethnic and cultural groups
that received it thus a number of dialectical forms of the lan-
guage commonly referred to as middle aramaic evolved syriac
mandean samaritan jewish babylonian aramaic galilean aramaic
and christian palestinian aramaic

simultaneously then from about the time of the maccabean
revolt until into the third century AD the peoples of palestine co-
existed in a state of multilingualismmultilingualism 15 native speakers of hebrew
various dialects of aramaic and koinekolne greek lived side by side it
is difficult and somewhat hazardous to draw conclusions about the
state of interaction among these various linguistic groups horsley
observes that

greek was apparently the official language ofsepphorisofsepphorisSepphoris under herod
and antipas as under the seleucid and ptolemaic imperial administra-
tions earlier and in biberiastiberiasTiberias once it was founded yet we cannot
conclude on the basis of their supposed contact with sepphorisSepphoris
that most GaliGalgaigalileansgaldeansgaldeanoleansdeansieans had become accustomed to speaking greek by
the first century ce 16

we can conclude he observes that language usage in galilee is
heavily interrelated with the fundamental social political economic
religious division between the rulers and the ruled cities and
villages and the historical changes introduced by the rulers based
in cities 17

determining which languages were spoken by jesus and his
galilean disciples has been the point of considerable debate 18 cur-
rent scholarship tends to support the belief that jesus may well
have spoken at least three languages hebrew galilean aramaic
and at least some greek given the pervasive multilingualmultilingualismism of
the immediate surroundings this would seem true thus jesus flu-
ency in the first two may be assumed19assumed19 as evidence for jesus abil-
ity to speak greek some salient items may be considered 2010 forjesusfor jesus
and his adoptive father to have waged a successful business among
the inhabitants of nazareth and galilee they would probably
have needed to be conversant in greek 21 two notable conversa-
tions jesus held with gentiles his first gentile convert the centu-
rion matt 85 13 luke 72 10 and the syrophoeniciansyro phoenician woman
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mark 727255 30 whom mark observes was a bellenishellenishellenis greek were
possibly conducted in greek 22 the disciples mistakenly thought at
one point that jesus himself intended to expand his mission to in-
clude the gentiles john 735 who would probably have had to
be taught in greek pilates interrogation of christ was most likely
conducted in the language of roman administration in the east
greek pilate can be assumed to have spoken greek A roman
magistrates ability to speak aramaic or hebrew would have been
worthy of comment but the writers of the gospel accounts make
none nor do they mention an interpreters presence in the new
testament accounts ofjesus conversations with roman magistrates
such evidence suggests strongly that jesus was able to converse in
the regions linguafrancalingua franca greek

written documents recovered in the judean desert demon-
strate further the pervasiveness of multilingualmultilingualismism around the time
of christ beside the familiar hoards of qumranquaran are the babathabanatha
archive and the scattered literary remains from masada babathabanatha was
a jewish woman who secreted away in a cave a bundle of her per-
sonal papers these papyri constitute a time capsule of enormous
historical value 2313 the documents written in greek nabatean and
aramaic provide an uncommonly clear view into the life of an
individual and into the administration of roman imperial affairs in
arabia and palestine between AD 94 and 132

languages at masada

while the literary rubble of masada pales in comparison to
the babathabanatha material the bits and scraps that survive biblical and
apocryphal scrolls ostracaestracaostraca documentary papyri titulipicti inscrip-
tions graffiti and amphora stamps also attest the common use
of latin greek hebrew and aramaic

wine jars from the period of herodshernds residence bear in latin
the name of C sentiusdentius saturninusSaturninus consul in 19 BC and legate of
syria from 9 to 6 whose name was written onto the jars to date
their contents other similar written fragments recording the im-
port of cumeancamean apples honey and the renowned fish sauce called
garum pacianftaaieaqpaciaegogcog starkly contrast the extravagance of herodshernds resi-
dence with that of the zealotszealouszealots hebrew letters are chiseled onto the



fragments of the book of leviticus the scroll was appar-
ently mutilated intentionally
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cylinders that made up the columns of the herodian living quarters
suggesting that the laborers for that complex were jewish

the written remains left by the jewish defenders are more
compelling numerous ostracaestraca and other tags written in both ara-
maic and hebrew bear individual names or single letters and may
have been used in a system of rationing or for tithing fragmentary
scriptural scrolls of biblical apocryphal and sectarian texts are of
varied importance 24

other more mundane scraps of evidence were left by the
roman garrison some time after AD 73 documents illuminating
the conveyance of hospital supplies a note regarding the balsam
trade a notice of a soldiers salary a graffito that quotes vergils
aeneid and other odds and ends in short the bits and pieces of the
literary remains at masada can help fill out interpretations of jew-
ish or roman lifestyles but none really enlightens singlehandedlysingle handedly
As a whole the multilingual assembly of scraps illuminates a moment
when cultures collided in the judean desert

literary remains cannot answer to what degree the population
of masadas fortress was literate the biblical scrolls were found
near the synagogue which may mean that the texts were used by
men who were trained to read biblical hebrew and who could
convey the import of the texts in worship services the other doc-
uments that survive from the period of the masada siege do not
necessarily require extensive literacy on the part of their users as
most of these texts are brief and are restricted to a single name or
phrase or alphabetic character general literacy was probably no
higher in palestine or at masada than in hellenizedhellenizer cities of the
roman empire some of which seem to have achieved 20 30 per-
cent literacy rates 2515 it is impossible to know how completely the
documents left behind by masadas defenders survived the cen-
turies of weather and plundering until the archaeologists uncov-
ered the remnants in the 1960s the scroll of leviticus is assumed
to have been mutilated intentionally and there is no telling how
many scrolls were removed intact and are now lost or deposited
elsewhere still it is intriguing and informative to consider the
rock of masada as a document of the multilingual culture that
existed in first century judea

roger T macfarlane is assistant professor of classics at brigham young university
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NOTES

john 1919 20 of similar nature is the herodian period bilingual greek
and latin inscription posted on the pillars of the temple prohibiting gentiles
from entering the sacred precinct josephus jewish war 5.1935193 94 also see the
surviving examples of a similar warning in greek preserved in the archaeological
museum at istanbul and in the rockefeller museum at jerusalem the text of this
inscription is reproduced in supplementumSupplementum epigraphicumEpigraphicum graecumGraecum vol 8
no 169 the inscription is depicted in joseph A fitzmyer did jesus speak
greek biblical archaeology review 18 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1992 61

palestinian talmud megillahMegillah 471b as translated in chaim rabin hebrew
and aramaic in the first century in thethejewishjewish people in the first century his-
torical geography political history social cultural and religious life and
institutions ed shmuel safraisafran and menahem stem compendia rerumberum iudailudairudai
carum ad novumnocum testamentum 2 assen van forcumgorcum 1976 1019 n 3

311mannahhannahannah M cotton and joseph geiger the latin and greek documents
in masada 11II the yigael badinyadin excavations 196319651963 1965 final reports ed
joseph aviramabiram gideon foerster and ehud netzer jerusalem israel exploration
society and hebrew university of jerusalem 1989 35 56 doc 722

compare4compare alfred R leaney greek manuscripts from thethejudeanjudean desert
in studies in new testament language and text essays in honour of george
D kilpatrick on the occasion of his sixty fifth birthday novumnocum testamentum
supplement 44 leiden brill 1976 286

5josephusosephus antiquities 20.26420264
wisdom of ben sira 5027 5130 alexander A di leilalellalelia ben sira and his

times in the wisdom of ben sira trans patrick W skehan comm A A di
leilalellalelia new york doubleday 1987 8 di leilalellalelia suggests that the greek translation
can be dated to 117 BC and that the original composition must have been com-
plete before antiochusantilochusAntiochus IVs pursuit of utter hellenization in judea

compare ben sira 5025 26
81nn 1896 a substantial portion of the hebrew text was found in the cairo

genizah but bits of the text have also been discovered at qumranquaran 620 31

5112205112 20
9jaj T townsend education greco roman in the anchor bible dictio-

nary ed david noel freedman 6 vols new york doubleday 1992 2317
1opeterpeterropeter van der horst jewish funerary inscriptions biblical archaeology

review 18 no 5 1992 46 the frequency of greek in all jewish funerary
inscriptions is a remarkable 70 percent

cottonhcottonscotton and geiger latin and greek documents 85 88 doc 741
cotton and geiger latin and greek documents 86 further claim that

the fragment is the earliest documentary papyrus from palestine
1317orfor full documentation and limited discussion of each of these items see

gerard mussiesbussiesMussies greek in palestine and the diaspora in safraisafran and stem jewish
people in the first century 1053

141 depend in this paragraph on the historical outline of hebrew and ara-
maic of rabin hebrew and aramaic 1012 19 rabin cites zellig S harris
development of the canaanite dialects new haven american oriental society
1939 22 23 who believes classical hebrew to be the dialect ofjerusalem
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15 for rabins belief that mishnaic hebrew was the spoken language of
judea see rabin hebrew and aramaic 10101515 for distinctions among the terms
bilingualism lingua franca and diglossia see rabin hebrew and aramaic
1007 10

16richard A horsley galilee history politics people valley forge pennperm

trinity 1995 247
17horsley galilee 247
18rabin hebrew and aramaic 1033 wrote that the language of jesus

has proved to be a problem which has generated much discussion and can
be considered as being still unsolved rabins observation remains true twenty
years later

19therehere are numerous aramaic expressions in the new testament hebrew
is read at luke 416 19

20joseph A fitzmyer did jesus speak greek biblical archaeology
review 18 no 5 1992 58 63 76 77 reviews the current state of the question
but see also his fuller statement in the languages of palestine in the first cen-
tury AD in A wandering aradeanaramean collected aramaic essays society of bibli-
cal literature monograph series 25 desNEsmissoulasoula mont scholars press 1979 57 84

barnabas lindars the language in which jesus taught theology 86
september 1983 363 64

given the multilingual nature of palestine one might as easily assume that
these gentiles spoke aramaic the syrophoeniciansyro phoenician woman must have spoken some
semitic language for example phoenician or aramaic as her native tongue and
the centurion might have served as an officer in a roman legion without being
necessarily monolingual

13 Naphtha li lewis ededjudeanjudean desert studies the documents from the
bar kokubakokhbakokbba period in the cave of letters greek papyri jerusalem israel
exploration society 1989 compare glen W bowersock the babathabanatha papyri
masada and rome journal of roman archaeology 4 1991 336 44 and mar-
tin goodman Babathas story journal of roman studies 81 1991 169 75

these scrolls are discussed by david rolph seely the masada frag-
ments the qumranquaran scrolls and the new testament in this volume

15william V harris ancient literacy cambridge harvard university press

1989 185 187 88 martin D goodman texts scribes and power in roman
judea in literacy and power in the ancient world ed alan K bowman and
greg woolf cambridge cambridge university press 1994 99 108 shows that
not reading in itself but writing secured real power


